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Women’s basketball team
determined to prove WAC
poll’s prediction wrong

T TO VOTE
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Event Center draws meager
crowd for Joe Satriani’s
Halloween performance

See page 6
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Election campaigners will try
to catch more voters today with
one simple catch phrase "get
out the vote."
Those four words are used by
almost all election campaigns to
describe strategies such as calling voters, handing out fliers
and going door to door to raise
voter turnout on Election Day.
Campaign managers incorporate different combinations of
strategies they think will be
most effective in getting people
to the polls, according to Brenda
McHenry, president of the Santa
Clara County chapter of the
League of Women Voters.
The League of Women Voters,
McHenry said, strives to educate
people about the propositions,
measures and candidates on the
ballot.
"We do our . part by helping
people understand the issue
before elections, but when it
comes time to vote, it’s up to the
candidates to campaign for voters," McHenry said.
Volunteers for the Ron
Gonzales campaign for San Jose
mayor will walk neighborhoods
and contact people by phone,
said Gonzales’ campaign field
director, Ben Gonzales.
"We will only be calling those
people who said they were (Ron)
Gonzales supporters in the past
to remind them to vote," said
Ben Gonzales, who is also a
political science major at San
Jose State University.
"We can also tell people where
their polling location is if they
don’t already know," he said.
Voters won’t be hit with television, radio or print ads on election day, Ben Gonzales said.
"People should have already
made up their minds by the time
they reach the polling booth, so
it would be a waste of energy," he
said.
Between 50 and 60 volunteers
for Pat Dando’s mayoral campaign will pass out fliers, call
supporters and walk the
precinct to stimulate voter participation.
"The advertisements will tell
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Campaigners
step up efforts
to encourage
voter turnout
Byjolia B. Wright
Staff Writer

See page 5

people to both vote and vote
for Dando," said Dando’s campaign
manager,
Erik
Schoennauer.
A
noticeable
difference
between the Gonzales and
Dando campaigns will be how
each mayoral candidate participates in the campaign for office
on election day.
"Gonzales will take a personal day. We won’t even see him
until the polls close at 8 p.m.,"
Ben Gonzales said. "He will let
us (campaign officers and volunteers) do our job."
In contrast, Dando will walk
door to door to "get out the vote,"
Schoennauer said.
"Dando will drag people out of
their homes and make them
vote," he said.
Rest and relaxation for candidates is a myth, according to
Michelle McGurk, field manager
for Tony West’s campaign for
San Jose city council for District
3, which encompasses downtown.
It might be healthy for some
candidates to do something like
go to a movie to ease worries, but
from what I’ve seen in the past,
candidates who sit back on
Election Day aren’t as successful
as those who work," McGurk
said.
West’s campaign for city council, McGurk said, is truly oldfashioned.
"We do everything on the
grass-roots level and everyone
involved in this campaign is i
friend, relative or colleague of
West," McGurk said. "West will
be walking the neighborhoods
and talking to everybody about
voting."
McGurk said West’s volunteers will not be handing out literature.
"There are so many ways to
encourage
voting
without
annoying people with advertisements," McGurk said. "I would
hope that people will already
have an idea as to who they are
voting for by the time they
arrive at the polls."
West’s opponent for the seat
on the city council, Cindy

See Voters, page 8

’Naked Radio’ bares all

KSJS shock jock Arquimedes Garcia interviewed three strippers
during a recent broadcast of his "Naked Radio- talk show. The strip-

Sp.iiit,,, 0.-111%
Ketln
pers, Nikki, Sierra and Honey, performed a live sex act during the
hour-long program. "Naked Radio" airs Thursdays at 5 p.m.

Professor wins national recognition
Karl Toepfer receives award for book about nudist movement in pre -Nazi Germany
By Shane Lewis
’matt \X rat,

51211110

Writing a book on a nudist
movement may be interesting.
but winning a national award
for it is even better.
For Karl Tisykr. San Jose
State University professor of
theater arts, that came true
when the Dance Perspectives
Foundation gave him an award
for his book "Empire of Ecstasy
Nudity and Movement in
German Body Colton., 1910
1935’
"This is wonderful. and I am
not going to often receive a
national award for my deadenny
pursuits," Toepfer said "Winning
this award was quay surprising.
and it came out of the him.. I did
not submit my book into rim
contest or ask for it to be nomi
nated."
His book deals with the nudism movement that existed in
Germany during the early 20th

century and its contributions to
the overall dance culture.
’They were the inventors of
the nudist culture. They set up
camps, schisils and parks for
these Si wictivs," Toepfer said.
"Nudism discarded clothes
because they were part of the

etal improvements.
"People do not trust each
other because they have so many
barriers
and
repressions
between them. The nudist culture developed ways of training
the body to communicate with
one another," Toepfer said. "It

People do not trust each other because
they have so many barriers and repressions between them.
Karl Toepfer
SJSU professor of theater arts

barriers that kept people apart
Toepter explained that this
culture sought to create a utopia
through nudism because they.
believed this would lead to sou -

would make people more honest
and trusting with one another"
When the Nazis rose to power.
this culture went into hiding and
pretty much vanished during

Spartan Memorial born of wartime pain, grief
By Terri Thorp
Staff Writer
Students searching for a
peaceful place to gather their
thoughts and contemplate life’s
complexities may find it at the
Spartan Memorial.
The Spartan Memorial is next
to Washington Square Hall, nestled among the rustling trees
and across from the Tower
Building.
According to the Student
Union scheduling office pamphlet, the Memorial is the only
building of its kind in the
California State University system. On March 3, 1995, the San
Jose State University campus
planning board designated the
Spartan Memorial as a historically significant and important
structure.
The Memorial was built from
an idea arising from the sadness
and loss of an SJSU student in
World War II.
When SJSU student Kenneth
Bailey heard President Franklin

Delano Roosevelt’s speech calling on America’s young men to
fight for their country, he knew
that he may be called into World
War II.
In Roosevelt’s declaration of a
state of war on Dec. 8, 1941, he
said every male citizen in the
United States between the ages
of 18 and 65 must register for
military service.
Lt. Kenneth Bailey, class of
’42, fought and died for this
country. In early December of
that year, his parents received a
telegram stating their son,
Kenneth, was missing in action
in Bari, Italy.
Out of their grief came the
idea for the Spartan Memorial.
His parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Wilbur E. Bailey of Palo Alto,
contacted Charles Hillis, then
president of the Alumni
Association.
In a letter written to Hillis,
the Baileys’ acknowleged the
many gold stars on the Spartan
service flag but wondered if a

See Memorial, page 8
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Hitler’s Germany.
-The Nazis forbade people to
belong to any organiz;itions that
were not approved by the Nazi
Party,- Toepfer said, explaining
that the Nazis viewed the
human body in a completely dif
ferent way.
"They viewed it through soldierism. They covered it with
uniforms and armor and were
completely defensive about it
Reading this boilk takes readers to an area of history that has
had little or no exposure. said
Robert Jenkins, chair of the theater department.
"This book reveals :I part of
theater and dance history that is
almost unknown It dimonstratus to us that it hit id the tail.
lad and adventurous thinking
that we pride ourselves on today
has been :wound since the begin
ning of the century,- Jenkins
said.
Stanley Baran. a professor of

See Toepfer page 8

TV, music videos
may cause teen-agers
to start drinking
CHICAGO (AP) -- High sch,)))I
who watch lots of television and music videos
are more likely to start drinking than other !
youngsters, researchers say.
The Stanford 1.7niversity study of I.533
ninth-graders also showed that yilungsters
who rented movies were less likely to start
drinking, while playing video and compoter
games had no effect.
Watching TV and videos made no difference
in the drinking habits of those Will) 1’1 .ady
drank.
The findings are not surprising giv in
research that shows alcohol is the most common beverage shown on television, the study’s
aid
R, bins.
on said
leadodnaayuthor, Dr. Tho
si

Kevin .Stillivan/ Spartan Daily
Completed In 1952, the Spartan Memorial otters visitors a place to meditate and pray
on campus as well as a place to get married. Currently, there are six weddings scheduled
for next semester.

"The great majority of drinking on televi.
sion is by the most attractive and most influential people, and it is often associated with
sexually suggestive content,- said Robinson,
who works at the school’s Center thr Research
and Disease Prevention.
The study found that each increase of one
hour per day of watching music videos brought

See Drinking, page 8
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Style over substance:
magazine sells out
by placing lurid ads
agazines can be
fun to read with
all their articles,
pictures and nuggets of
information, but they can
also be somewhat irritating.
It’s as though some of
the magazines I used to
enjoy are getting too
caught up with trying to
glamorize their pages.
I don’t consider myself
wealthy by any definition
of the word, so I tend to
read magazines that I can
relate to.
Generally, I stray away from Vogue, Glamour
and Mademoiselle, which possess everything I
find uninteresting and unimportant, and lean
toward magazines which tackle simpler and
more meaningful issues.
As a result, I got the shock of my life when I
noticed that one of my "meaningful" magazines
was really a sell-out. I was sitting in my living
room one day looking for something to read
when I came across the magazine in question.
The cover of the $2.50 magazine, which had a
woman wearing jeans, a cowboy hat and a
sweater wrapped around her neck, was a bit of
a turnoff her hair and one of the sleeves was
all that covered her from the waist up but I
chose to flip through it anyway.
After all, it was supposed to offer serious as
well as light-hearted stories and tidbits for people like myself, not show naked girls. So, I tried
to ignore the skin and search inside for something more interesting to keep my attention.
Instead I found a couple of semi -interesting
stories and plenty of boring ones to go with
them. I found several pages of fashions, which
was the closest I came to interesting, until I
stumbled upon the shopping guide. This page,
buried way in the back, provided all the essential info regarding many of the items displayed
within the mew:rifle’s pages, ranging from
clothes to earrings to perfumes to thongs yes,
thongs!
You may ask, "What was so wrong about
that?" The answer would be the ridiculous
prices. I admit I don’t buy magazines to catch up
on fashion trends, but in the event I see.. something I like, it would Ix. nice. to be able. to afford
it. I thought this magazine would picture models wearing more realistically-priced clothing
atul jociusitt ’products nearly every reader could
purchase. I thought wrong. The little sweater
that kept me, from seeing the cover models boob
cost a whopping $1,235, but that’s OK because if
that was too much the hat could be bought for
$345 or the jeans for $122. Better yet, why not
get a whole feather dress for only $1,850?
In contrast, the, pages of this magazine are
loaded with advertisements for Target, JC
Penney and Macy’s. Basically, the advertisements are for those of us who can’t afford a $1,
235 sweater, especially if we’re. larger than a
size three -- we. might need two sweaters.
I don’t have to we
Moan any more. boobs
staring me in the. face because I canceled the.
subscription, but what happen, when the next
strike’s a pose"
magazine I
I guess I’ll just have. to keep a watchful eye
and be sure, tee steer clear of any protruding
breasts.
Yvette Anna nejn is the Spartan Daily
features editor Her column appears every Tuesday

REALITY CHECK

Prop. lA good idea;
promises needed
school upgrades

by Dave Whamond
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NBA work stoppage ignores history’s lessons
afford. Talk about a crock of bull.
NBA is getting ready to cancel
The
Owners should not blame the players
its entire season. Frankly, I hope
for simply taking what they are offered.
they do.
Players have no real ability to "force"
What we have here is millionaires
owners to pay what they ask.
arguing with millionaires over millions of
The players are understandably
dollars.
unwilling to give up the "Larry Bird
If owners and players haven’t learned
exception" because they stand to make
enough from watching the popularity of
more money.
baseball plummet after the player strike
They have suggested a sort of luxury
of 1994-95, then they deserve what they
tax which would make owners pay a "tax"
get which will hopefully be a similar fall
on salaries exceeding a certain amount.
in fan support.
This would hopefully persuade owners to
To make things worse, the popularity of
spend less money on players but still
the NBA has been falling and would have
allow for exceptions. Owners were willing
fallen further if not for Michael Jordan
to accept this proposal, but only if the
returning last year, but that is a different
players allowed the owners to re-enter
story for a different day.
The owners locked the players out of training negotiations if salaries weren’t driven down to the
camp and then the regular season when they decid- aforementioned 52 percent.
There are problems with each proposal.
ed they weren’t making enough money under the
The owners want to live in a world where they
current labor agreement, which almost resulted in
can make as much money as they please, but playmissed games prior to the 1995 season,
Apparently, the owners are upset because player ers are limited. In other words, they want to have
salaries accounted for more than the 52 percent of their cake and eat it too.
Players are overlooking their middle class.
revenues owners had hoped to pay.
Under their proposal the marginal stars would
Owners contend they spent 57 percent of revenues on player salaries during thu 1997-98.sepson still be forced to play for the NBA minimum because
and are vending themselves into ploireprfykskne- teams would not have enough money to pay them.
The players seem very concerned with the richest
thing the players dispute.
TO bring salaries down, the owners have proposed of their ranks while ignoring those at the bottom.
The solution is somewhere in between the two
a hard cap, which means they would only be allowed
to spend a fixed amount of money on salaries, sides’ proposals.
If owners want to limit how much players can
Currently, a soft cap is in place.
Under the current agreement, owners can pay make, they should put a similar restriction on themplayers on their team whatever they want under a selves.
They could cap their earnings and give everyclause known as the "Larry Bird exception."
The concept behind this is that if owners can thing over that amount back to the fans in the form
retain their own players more easily it will increase of reduced ticket prices. In this instance they could
fan support by keeping star players with one team. get rid of all kinds of salary caps while providing an
While. it has succeeded in that fashion, for the incentive for more controlled spending.
But this solution in unlikely. After all, who really
most part, it has "forced" owners to spend extravaKant amounts on those players. One such example is cares about the fans? It sure isn’t the players or the
Chicago Bulls owner Jerry Krause paying Michael owners.
In the meantime, the NBA may want to change
Jordan $32 million for last season.
Owners would have. the public believe that they its slogan from "I love this game" to "We love the
were smart enough to become millionaires but green."
dumb enough to pay someone more than they can
Jeremiah Oshan is the Spartan Daily
assistant sports editor His column appears every Tuesday.

Although
Proposition 1A will
end up costing
California tax payers
about $5 billion, public
schools badly need the
money it will generate
over the next few -ars.
This proposition is a
bond measure that will
give California public
schools over $9 billion
Ileigee Risers
over four years for new
schools, classroom size
Si iii SI sin a
reduction and structural
upgrades. Proposition lA
is badly needed and
should be passed no matter how much more wewill pay in the next 20 years.
It is too bad taxpayers will have to pay extra
money in the future to improve our schools
today.
However, California public schools need
money badly, and if that is the only way we are
going to get it, then it must be done.
Critics of Proposition IA say bonds are the,
most expensive way to raise money. They say,
instead, the state’s surplus money could be used
for public schools. The problem is that surplus
money is not being used for public schools, and
chances are it never will be. That is the reason
the state has to sell bonds to raise money for its
schools.
I went to Lowell Elementary School about
four blocks from San Jose State University.
Although I walked its halls not too long ago,
every time I drive past Lowell, I see a great
change from when I was there.
I remember a vast field where I played cops
and robbers, football and soccer. When I see the
school’s field now, it looks extremely tiny. This
could be because everything looks so much bigger to an 8-year-old, or it could be because the
field is now covered with portables used as classrooms in the overcrowded school.
One thing about Lowell is the same the
textbooks are the same ones I used, although
now they are about 14 years older.
The portables and the ancient textbooks
prove that California public schools need money
for improvements, no matter how they get the,
money or what they must do for it.
SJSU students should not have any problem
with voting in favor of this proposition. I know
some students at the university may not care
about public elementary and high schools
because they went to expensive private schools,
or perhaps they do not plan on having children
who will be in the system.
There is a slight problem with that logic
SJSU is a California public school and will
receive about $100 million if the proposition
passes.
Although some of this money is earmarked for
the joint library project, everyone should vote for
the proposition. People opposing the joint library
should still vote for the proposition because it
will also fund other projects, like the Business
Classrooms renovation.
Junior college and University of California
students will also benefit from the proposition.
It can be said with certainty that SJSU
students are as sick of elevators that do not work
as Lowell students are not having a field big
enough to play football on.
Hugo Rivera is a Spartan Daily staff writer

Berkeley protesters target wrong group while demanding return of affirmative action

0

n Oct. 21, students at
University of California
Berkeley
rallied
in
protest of Proposition 209, the.
California initiative. to end affirmative. action, which voters
approved in November 1996.
The Spartan Daily reported
professors at the. university also
staged a walkout to show tIC
regents their opposition to the
initiative..
While. we recognize the
importance of taking action in
matters that affect our fellow
students and educators, we
think the. protest rally at

Berkeley was directed at the
wrong people. and was of little
Use.

Complaining to the. regents
about something that has
already become. California law is
simply a matter of barking up
the wrong tree.
There is nothing 1.R7 Berkeley
or the regents can do about the
anti -affirmative action law at
this point.
You, the California voters
and those of you who chose not
to vote at all are the ones
responsible for putting an end to
affirmative action.

Now, after
influence
the fact, a lot
policy
EDITORIAL
of people are
making is
obviously
to
go
unhappy
through
with the new anti -affirmative the initiative process.
action legislation and want to
Thus, what our protesting
modify it or eliminate it alto- peers at Berkeley need to do is
gether
to write a proposed law or charHowever, changing a law is a ter amendment to put on the
difficult process. It requires next ballot.
more constructive and organized
Getting a proposition on the
action than demonstrating ballot requires a certain number
against people who have of signatures from registered
absolutely no power to influence voters. According to the book
the current situation.
"Local Politics
Governing at
A way for voters to directly the Grassroots" by Terry

Christensen, chair of the politiAs far as demonstrating goes,
cal science department at San we are not saying the Berkeley
Jose State University, it usually protesters’ efforts were in vain,
takes the signatures of 5 to 10 just misdirected. In order tee get
percent of people who voted in enough signatures to put a
the last election.
proposition on the ballot, the’
The signatures need to be protesters need to raise public
obtained within a specific time awareness and build opposition
period
usually within 90 against the current legislation.
days.
The
demonstration
at
Then, of course, the proposi- Berkeley probably raised awaretion would require a majority of ness among students and faculvotes to be approved.
ty of the university, but it would
Maybe the Berkeley protest- have been more effective had it
ers should focus more on getting been directed at the state capitol
affirmative action supporters or city hall.
registered to vote.
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Today
Nutrition and Food Science
Department
Measure your body fat using
bio-electrical impedance from 10
a.m. - noon in Central Classroom
Building Room 103. $5 for students, faculty and staff and $10 for
all others. For more information,
call Jill Christensen at 924-3110.
Student Society for Technical
Communication
How to put a technical writing
portfolio together, presented by Dr.
Bonita Cox from 7 - 8 p.m. in the
Student Union’s Almaden Room.
For more information, call Kathy
Ogg at 271-1916.
Study Abroad Office
Ongoing information sessions
from noon - 1 p.m. every Tuesday
and Wednesday through November
in the Administration Building
Room 223. For more information,
call Robert Carolin at 924-5931.
Library Donations and Sales
Unit
On going book sales from 10
a.m. - 3 p.m. in Clark lobby and
Wahlquist Library North Room
408. For more information, call
924-2705.
SJSU Marketing Association
Yvette Costonian from Siemens
will speak about different aspects
of marketing in the computer electronics industry from 4,30 - 6 p.m
in the Student Union’s Almaden
Room. For more information, call
Andy at 559-8018.
Sigma Alpha Mu Fraternity
Sammies are reorganizing at
SJSU. Informational meeting for
men of all majors at 7 p.m. in the
Student Union’s Costanoan Room.
For more information, call Tim at
924-3274.
MU ALPHA GAMMA
Organizational meeting Planning of year’s activities and
Magazine Day at 3 p.m in Dwight
Bentel Hall Room 213. For more
information, call Harvey Gotliffe at
924-3246.
SJSU SUDO TAIJUTSU CLUB
Martial arts class/training at 4
p.m. in YUH Room 202 in the Judo
Room. For more information, call
Garth at 297-7646.
INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL
Responsibility
Lecture by Hafsat Abiola on
Shell Oil’s destruction of the environment in Nigeria from noon 1:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium. For more information,
call Dr. Nancie Fimbel at 924-3512.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Daily mass from 12 10 - 12.35
p m. in the Campus Ministry
Center, located at the corner of
10th and San Carlos streets. For
more information, call Ginny at
938-1610.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibits
from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m and art receptions from 6 - 8 p m in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings For
more information. call Scott or
Jenny at 924-4330 Tuesday Night
Lecture Series Randall Packer,
San Jose Museum of Art. from 5 - 6
p.m. in the Art Building Room 133.
For more information, c11 Andy at
924.4328.
Church of Scientology
Free lecture "Knowing Who to
Trust" at 7:30 pm. at 2155 S.
Bascom Ave. in Campbell. For more
information, call Lyn at 371-1206.
Center
IBM Day from 8 a m. - 5 p m. in
the Student Union’s Umunhum

Sparta Guide
Room. For more information, call
924-6033.
Lost and Found Office
Lost your mind? Come to the
Lost and Found Office in the
Student Life Center Monday Friday from 8 a.m. - 6 p.m. to see if
it has been turned in. For more
information, call 924-5950.

Wednesday
Episcopal Canterbury
Community
Free dinner and discussion from
530 - 7 p.m. in the Campus
Ministry Center, located at the corner of 10th and San Carlos streets.
For more information, call
Katherine at 275-1346.
SJSU Ballroom Dance Club
Advanced beginning waltz from
7 - 9 p.m. in Spartan Complex East
Room 89. For more information,
call Carmen at 924 -SPIN
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibits
from 10 a m. - 4 p.m. in the Art
and Industrial Studies buildings.
For more information. call Scott or
Jenny at 924-4330.
Theatre Department
"Die, Die, Diana" at 7 p.m. in
Hal Todd Theatre, located in Hugh
Gillis Hall. For more information,
call 924-4555.
Library Donations and Sales
Unit
Ongoing book sales from 10 a.m.
- 3 p.m. in Clark lobby and
Wahlquist Library North Room
408. For more information, call
924.2705
Re -Entry Advisory Program
(REAP)
Brown bag lunch. Juggling
Roles from noon 1.30 p in in the
Student Union’s Pacheco Room For
more information, call Jane Boyd
at 924-5950
Psi Chi and C
Center
Career options for psychology
majors at 1230 p m in the Student
Union’s Guadalupe Room. For more
information, call Georgia Brier Bauder at 223-8520.
CATHOLW CAMPUS MINISTRY
Daily mass from 12 10 12 35
p m and discussion Catholic and
Contraception from 5 - 6 30 p m in
the Campus Ministry Center, located at the corner of 10th and San
Carlos streets For more information. call Ginny or Father Bob at
938-1610
Center
Careers for psychology maj:rs
from 12 30 - 2 30 p m in the
Student Union’s Guadalupe Room,
Learn While You Earn at 2 pm in
the Costanoan Room and Co-op
Workshop at 5 30 p m in the
Almaden Room For more informa
tion, call 924-6033
Church of Scientology
Free film "Orientation" at 7.30
at 80 E Rosemary in San Jose. For
more information. call Ilene at 4416661

Thursday
Theatre Department
"Die, Die. Diana" at 7 p.m. in
Hal Todd Theatre, located in Hugh
Gillis Hall For more information,
call 924-4555

African American Studies
Department
Amin Braks poetry and jazz
presentation at 7 30 p m and
workshop at 4,30 p m in the Music
Building Room 150. For more infor-
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motion, call Dr.
Harris at 9245861.

SJSU Tsunami Anima
Weekly meeting with video
showing from 7 930 p.m. in
Washington Square Hall Room 109.
For more information, call Ian at
873-2534.
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual
Alliance (GALA)
Guest speaker from University
Health Services on safer sex at
330 p.m. in the Student Union’s
Guadalupe Room. For more information, call Juan Ramos at 4565058.
International Relations
Association
Presenting Dr. Rebecca Rangel
from the Women’s International
League for Peace and Freedom at 3
p.m in the Student Union’s
Council Chambers. For more information, call Karim at 379-4950.
Campus Crusade for Christ
"Nightlife" Christian Fellowship
and Worship at 8 p.m in the Art
Building Room 133. For more information, call Travis or Eddie at 294.
4249.
Pre-Med Club
Weekly meeting at 1,30 p.m. in
Duncan Hall Room 345. Dr. Fee
will be speaking on cardiac
surgery. For more information, call
Pedram Hajjarian at 569-5490.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Daily mass from 12:10 - 12:35
p.m. and Bible study Chapters 19
and 20 of Luke from 7 - 9 p.m. in
the Campus Ministry Center, located at the corner of 10th and San
Carlos streets For more information, call Ginny or Father Bob at
938.1610.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibits
from 10 am -4pm in the Art
and Industrial Studies buildings
For more information. call Scott or
Jenny at 924-4330
Career Center
Internships for Business
Students, learn while you earn at
12 30 pm in the Student Union’s
Almaden Room For more information. call 924-6033
Nutrition and Food Science
Department
Measure your body fat using
bio-electrical impedauce from 10
a.m - noon in Central Classroom
Building Room 103. $5 for students, faculty and staff and $10 for
all others For more information,
call Jill Christensen at 924-3110
The Listening Hour
Student highlights - Jennifer
Meola playing the music of
Classical and Romantic periods
from 1230-1 15 p m in the Music
Building’s Concert Hall For more
information, call Joan Stubbe at
924-4631
Human Resource Management
Association
Advantages and disadvantages
of contingent workforce from 4 15 6 p m in the Student Union’s
Almaden Room For more inform,
tion, call 937-4714
Church of Scientology
Free introductory lecture at
7,30 p.m. at 410 Cambridge Ave.
Suite C in Palo Alto For more
information, call Joe at 16501 853.
0602
Sparta Guide is provided free of
(barge to students, faculty and staff The
deadline for entries is noon, three days
before desired publication date Entry
forms are available in the Spartan Daily
ytce. Space restrictions may require
ding of submissions,

Quotefor the
Daily
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Road ragers need to re-enroll in Driving 101
I’m sure most of us can relate
to Yvette Trejo’s column on
road rage (Oct. 27). Every day, I
witness stupidity, anger, rudeness and a total lack of respect
on the roadways. From the
moment I start the drive to
San Jose State University, I
find myself wishing I took the
bus.
If it’s not someone tailgating
me for driving only 75 mph,
then it’s someone cutting me
off The least they can do is cut
me off using their blinker. By
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hurry to get somewhere fast,
but at whose expense? When in
our cars, we don’t have to
answer to anyone but ourselves. Where else can we yell
obscenities and use insulting
hand gestures to communicate
how pissed off we really are?
Sure, there are valid reasons
for being upset at other drivers. Maybe we all need a lesson in driver civility.
Robert Davidson
political science

Laws protect rights instead of expanding them
This letter is in response to
1 Jeremiah Oshan’s column of
Oct. 27.
Oshan seems to think that a
vote in favor of a proposition
which would give us one more
possible choice in our lives is
automatically an expansion of
our rights and freedom. Strange
as it may sound on the surface,
Oshan is wrong.
I do not pretend to be an
expert on Proposition 187 or
Proposition 6. I am not here to
argue either side of these
issues. Instead, I wish to
counter Oshan’s notions which
confuse freedom with license.
Boundaries and limits are
important to society. If we live
in a world with fewer restrictions on destructive behavior,
the more our lives will become
controlled by the consequences
of that unregulated behavior.
Governments make laws to
protect the rights of our citizens, not to keep us from taking
advantage of our rights.
Oshan simplistically and
irresponsibly calls for the legalization of marijuana. He claims

such an action would expand
our rights.
However, he forgets that the
prohibition against marijuana
was put in effect to protect our
rights against the crimes that
would almost certainly result
from its legalization.
For example, there are
already too many drivers on the
road who are high on marijuana. Imagine how bad it could
get if there were even more people smoking marijuana and driving their cars stoned. The
more you think about it, the
more you’ll see why keeping
marijuana illegal actually protects our rights to life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness.
Indeed, none of our basic rights
can be realized in an unsafe
environment.
Speed limits are restrictions,
too. Perhaps, under Oshan’s
logic, we should think about
getting rid of these encumbrances on our ability to drive
as fast as we want whenever we
want. Thankfully, however,
most people realize that if there
were no speed limits, driving

would become extremely dangerous and our freedom of
movement would become
restricted as a result.
Oshan claims, "We should be
allowed to choose for ourselves
if we want to partake in the
risk associated with (activities
such as smoking marijuana)
although all of these things are
not healthy or productive activities." Oshan is, unfortunately,
not being realistic about human
nature.
Anyone who carefully looks
at history will soon realize that
people are sadly prone to making bad choices with disastrous
consequences for society.
Complete freedom is thus complete slavery, since no one’s
rights could be protected from
the irresponsible individuals
among us.
A completely free world is
not the kind of world where I
would want to live.
Su-Mi Lee
political science

Opinion inaccurately depicts pro-life stance
Mindy Leigh Griser’s column
(Oct. 26), which concluded
that pro-lifers are morons
because they exacted a life in
the face of a pro-life stance, fails
to accurately depict the logic of
the situation and, as a result,
weakens her position considerably.
Let’s examine the situation
more carefully. It does little
good to cast aspersions on an
opponent based on faulty reasoning.
While she does not condone
the assassination of Dr. Slepian,
and I certainly do not, it is
wrong to suppose that some
pro-lifers have no justification
for their actions, even despite

their pro-life stance.
The way Griser makes use of
"pro-life," it would be improbable that anyone would not be
pro-life. One might even say
that most folks believe it is a
natural right to life, along with
liberty and the pursuit of happiness. But what the pro-lifers
are arguing here is that a fetus
has this natural right.
Problematical though this position may be, it is nonetheless
reasonable. Further, it may be
that anyone who takes a life,
even of a fetus, forfeits his or
her natural right to life. This
argument continues to have
some merit.
Where the argument breaks

down for most of us, however, is
how "justice" was carried out. It
would have been better to see
the action taken as a form of
terrorism or simply of vigilantism. These are what must be
attacked. It is true that criminal law will have much to say if
the assassin is even caught (or
turns him or herself in), but I
believe the battleground not to
be on the legal front, but rather
on the political front. Let’s fight
the right battles.
James Dix
philosophy

Manning si tuaation about principle, not law
his letter is in response to
the reply on Oct. 20 in the
Spartan Daily titled, "Professor
who broke law deserves no sympathy or money." This issue is
not about breaking the law;
rather, it is one of principle.
Professor Manning felt she had
the responsibility to be there for
her students and had the
wherewithal to stand up for
something she believed in,
despite its potential consequences. She shouldn’t be punished for that.
This event attests to the fact
that the faculty at this university should be given the right to
sufficient parking. With talk of
the joint library project comes
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the way, blinkers should be
optional equipment due to the
fact that nobody uses them
anymore.
Drivers who are more interested in talking on their car
phones instead of paying attention to the road are in the same
category as those who put on
their makeup or read the newspaper while driving. I didn’t
know you could still get your
driver’s license out of a Cracker
Jack box.
I know that everyone’s in a
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talk that the administration
offices could be moved to the
first floor of the 10th Street
Garage, thus taking more spots
from the faculty. When I hear
that some professors already
have to battle with students for
general parking spots or that
they’ve been told to park at the
Park and Ride, I’m appalled.
The truth is that we don’t
place enough priority on professors. In order to attract qualified faculty to this university,
we must at least give them the
privilege of a parking space. It
is understandable that because
San Jose State University is a
"commuter" school located
downtown in a major metropoli-

tan city with students in excess
of 25,000, there inevitably will
be parking problems. But by
making faculty battle for these
spots, the school is doing them a
disgrace.
Administration, show the
faculty you value their services
and accommodate them in their
parking needs. It’s the least you
could do.
Professor Manning, I
applaud you for standing up for
what you believe. You should
have at least that right.
Steve Carrieri
marketing
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"Anyone who says
he can see through
women is missing a
lot."
-Grouch Marx
humorist I

Be selective Pick from your favorite sushi dishes as they
float through the restaurant, then pay according to plate
order Plates are as low as 57 for 6 pcs sushi

Presents:

Author
Joan Perry

StudenfSpecTaT:

"Take Charge Financially"

Grilled chicken, soup, salad and rice only $4.95
18 pcs yegitarian sushi only $6.96
Beef terriaki, soup, salad, rice and California roll $5.50
Salmon terriaki, soup, salad, rice and California roll $6.50
All kinds of 6pcs rolls only $3.00
All udon soup $5.50
KAKO BOAT SUSHI RAH
384 S SECOND ST.
IN SAN SAt VADOR) I’S
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Blood pours in vampire movie
By Shane Lewis
Senior Staff Writer

REVIEW

Ryan Oleini Spartan Daily
Dave Matthews and Tim Meadows rock the crowd Thursday night
at the San Jose Arena. The band played a solid mix of old and new
songs, starting with "Seek Up," off their first album.

Matthews lures fans
with marathon show
music that included songs from
all four of the band’s studio
albums, with most material
pulled from its newest release,
"Before These Crowded Streets."
The on-stage mood often
changed abruptly as the band
moved from languid hits, such
It’s been almost a decade as "Lover Lay Down," to the
since the Dave Matthews growling "Don’t Drink the
Band’s first gigs, but their fans Water."
appear unchanged in appearMost of the appeal that lies
ance literally.
in watching this band live is
The crowd that turned out witnessing
the
interplay
for Thursday’s concert at the between its members.
San Jose Are
resembled the
Matthews often rocked back
same twentysomethings the and forth on his heels, nodding
band first played to at the as violinist Boyd Tinsley pulled
ITniversity of Virginia, when Icing wails from his instrument.
they provided entertainment at
Tinsley is the best reason to
fraternity parties.
see the band live. He had to
The thousands of concertgo- have his violin re -strung after
ers who streamed into the only three songs, the bow hair
arena seemed to have walked glinting in the red, blue and
off the pages of an Abercrombie green lights.
& Fitch catalog. Many men
Matthews ended the set with
wore plaid shirts, chinos and "Ants Marching," an audience
baseball caps. Most women favorite from 1994’s "tinder the
sported lusty skimming tank Table and Dreaming." Lighters
tops and layered hair.
flicked on throughout the
The at
of the event arena, which beckoned the band
itself was strangely reminiscent back for an encore of two songs.
of a fraternity party - - light and
Moore played with the introflirtatious. Couples swayed duction to "Two Step," intertogether through a breezy 40- spersing baritone saxophone
minute warm-up set by Toot riffs throughout.
and
the
Maytals.
Dave
When the band ended with
Matthews himself was gracious, "Tripping Billies," Tinsley let
building on the already-present loose, stomping his feet and grifriendly, intimate feeling.
macing as the notes flew from
Before the band began to his violin. He seemed to be
play, he thanked the audience building to this moment, his
for coming tend continued to arm moving wildly over the
do so 19 more times over the front of his body as the audience
course of the band’s 15-song, cheered.
two-and -a -hail hour set.
Following another "thank
The hind began with "Seek you" from Matthews, the band
Up," matvrial from the band’s left their instruments on stage.
first album. In concert, the To the surprise of the audience
hand’s five numbers and two
evidenced by cheering which
guests stretched the four eventually subsided they did
studio
cut
25
minminute
into
not return for a second encore.
utes.
When the arena lights went
Saxophonist Leroi Moore up, however, concertgoers didn’t
signature
riffs
from
attacked
seem too upset. Couples looped
the song, then faded and arms and smiled on the way out
brought them back again under to their cars.
drummer Carter Beauford’s
cues.
The band played a mix of
By Laurie Phillips
’matt \Vinci

REVIEW

Bodies ripped in half, decapitated heads, torn throats, necks
snapping like twigs and blood
spraying everywhere, and all
that in just the first half-hour.
If you’re a squeamish moviegoer, then John Carpenter’s
"Vampires" is not the movie for
you.
And there’s not a single gothic vampire like those in
"Interview With A Vampire,"
whining about his cursed existence in a prissy European
accent.
In this movie, vampires are
vicious bloodsuckers who prey
on humanity and kill their victims with casual ease in the
most bloody of ways.
The movie opens up with Jack
Crow, played by James Woods,
and his band of mercenaries
wiping out a vampire nest on
behalf of the Vatican.
These mercenaries are not
good guys. Except for Crow, they
are men who simply kill vampires because that is what they
are paid to do, not for a holy crusade. Crow wants revenge for
the deaths of his parents, caused
by vampires.
Unfortunately for the vampire slayers, the master vampire,
Valek, played by Thomas Ian
Griffith, is not found at the nest.
When he rises from beneath his
grave, he is not happy about his
nest being slaughtered.
That is when the movie takes
off.
Valek, who has hunted
humanity for 600 years, pays a
visit to the vampire slayers who
are celebrating their victory and
fooling around with prostitutes
at a local motel. Unlike the yam -

It’s spooky, it’s eerie,
(API
its creepy and it’s one of the
best games of the year.
The game in question is
MediEvil, a 3-D action -adventure classic from Sony for the
PlayStation.
You play as a rather skinny,
formerly dead knight, Sir Daniel
Fortesque of Gallowmere. Sir
Dan, as he’s known, arises from
the dead to destroy the evil sorcerer Zarok, whose magic is
summoning the dearly departed
and helping him to rule the
world.
Don’t these people ever learn?
Sir Dan basically has to take
on the entire undead world, battling armies of ghosts, ghouls
and either ghastly gnomes to
save the planet.
Dan might not be your choice
as savior, since he’s a bit of a
moron who as head of the king’s
army was killed when the very
first arrow fired in his very first
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battle hit him smack in the eye.
Been there, done that, I can
hear you saying.
Well, hang on a second,
Bunk ie, there’s more to this
game than meets Sir Dan’s one
good eye.
You head into battle with a
trusty sword, but as you
progress, you are rewarded with
an armory full of weapons,
including clubs, crossbows and
spears.
You also learn to use your
body as a weapon against both
enemies and items like walls,
boxes, etc.
To earn your keep, you have
to win a glowing chalice in each
round.
You win the chalice by filling
the chalice meter.
Each time you whack an
enemy, his spirit drifts into the
meter.
When it’s full, you get the
chalice.
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Courtesy of Columbia Picture,
aim at some bloodsuckers in John
is often low and somber, which
sets the nerves on end because it
is so unsettling. The camera
moves seamlessly, letting scenes
play out without cutting back
and forth between them.
Carpenter knows how to do a
horror movie. After all he was
the one who directed the original
"Halloween" and the remake of
"The Thing."
Despite everything that
"Vampires" has going for it, the
ending is anticlimtic, which is
too bad because the movie is ten
times better than "From Dusk
Till Dawn."
Overall, this is a movie to definitely see since vampir a have
not been done this well for a long
time, and they are genuinely
frightening.
Just bring a raincoat, because
when the blood rains, it pours..

PlayStation video game gets ’MediEvil’ on players

ODW.00$
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Jack Crow (James Woods, center) and his band of mercenaries take
Carpenter’s blood-drenched horror movie, "Vampires."
If they do not kill Valek, the
pires at the nest, Valek is the
first of his kind and therefore rest of the world will also pay for
their failure, for Valek is in purthe most powerful.
What ensues is one of the best suit of the Black Cross, which
scenes ever on the big screen will enable him and the other
depicting the power and vicious- vampires to walk in daylight.
The most impressive actors in
ness of a vampire. Valek easily
slaughters almost everyone at the movie were Griffith, who
the motel in a whirlwind of gives Valek a sense of menace
death that is gruesome, yet and power through his movements that is only enhanced by
graceful.
Crow and Tony Montoya his tall stature, and Lee, who
(Daniel Baldwin) are the only does a great job in showing
two members of the slayers who Katrina succumb slowly to her
survive the carnage, along with bloodlust. She is like an addict
Katrina, a prostitute played by who knows that she will sucSheryl Lee of"Twin Peaks" fame. cumb to temptation.
Katrina has been bitten by
Credit must be given to direcValek, though, and will eventu- tor John Carpenter for his sense
ally cross over into vampirism. of direction and visual style.
Her and the slayers’ only hope is Every scene in the movie is filled
to use the telepathic link she with tension that only continues
now shares with Valek and hunt to build without letup. The
him down before he gets them.
music, composed by Carpenter,

Travel

EE: Candi ea International
ocatioital Exchange

102 Univ.Ave.,Ste.0
(next to Blockbuster)
Palo Alto
[408]-295-8886

The chalice. also gets you into
the Hall of Heroes where, after
they have a good laugh at your
expense, they give you a new
weapon.
Of course, you don’t just get
the chalice handed to you you
have to find it.
And it’s not always just laying
around waiting to be picked up.
The first one is easy, but later
ones are hidden in the most
inconvenient places.
You also collect coins, which
you can use to buy extra arrows
or throwing knives or patch the
holes in your shield.
There are puzzles to be
solved, items to be found before
you can continue
and sometimes you have to go backward
because a key or other item
needed in a previous level doesn’t appear until later in the
game.
As you travel, you see excellent computer-generated movies

and cutscenes, along with the
variety of enemies.
Bosses are a real treat, some
of the toughest you’ll ever have
to deal with and the most
exciting.
Control is excellent and easy
to learn, with no surprises.
The sound is also excellent,
with laugh-a-minute voice-overs
and eerie effects.
Graphics are perfect for the
game, with wonderful, spooky
details and marvelous, subdued
colors and shading.
But it’s the entire 24-level
package that makes this one of
the best gaming experiences I’ve
had this year.
There’s a real story for you to
get involved in, plenty of bad
guys to dispatch and puzzles to
keep you thinking.
Way to go, Sony.
MediEvil is rated T, for ages
13 and over.

IMMEDIATE
OPENING
Bosefi Corporation, the most trusted name in sound
reproduction has several openings for outgoing
salespeople. Demonstrate and sell high quality home
entertainment products using our innovative NV
production and dedicated theaters located inside
several of our key reseller’s store fronts. Delight your
guests with extraordinary presentations, implement and
maintain merchandising & promotional themes, and
train retail salespeople on Bose products. Retail sales
experience and/or consumer electronics knowledge
helpful but not essential. Strong oral communication
skills a must. Excellent opportunity for Business and
Communications majors. Must be able to work
weekends. One full-time and three part-time positions
include salary plus monthly commission. Full time
position includes benefits package.

Please FAX resume or letter of interest
with phone number to Minh Dang
(925)560-0089.

HOME’
For more information about Bosefi visit our website at svwwbose.com
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R.E.M. does it again
By Hugo Rivera
Staff Writer

Claywn Stahel-. Spin tan Anit

Joe Satrianl treated the crowd with his electric guitar licks Saturday night at the San Jose State University Event Center. Satriani and his
band showcased their new release "Crystal Planet."

Joe plays for ghosts, empty seats
By Lisa Marie F. Arellano
Stiff Water

Witches
and
vampires
showed up at the Event Center
to see Joe Satriani perform
Halloween night.
However, most of the souls
around were invisible ghosts. It
was either that, or the eerie
theme might have been too
spooky for some audience members, because many seats were
empty during Satriani’s concert.
However, the low attendance
didn’t stop the musician from
giving the audience their
money’s worth.
"This is the best party on
Halloween night," said 28-yearold Joe Santillan, who drove
from Hayward to see the show.
"He (Satriani) is one of the few
people who can make good
instrumental music out of the
electric guitar. This concert is

REVIEW
certainly worth my 35 bucks."
Drummer Jeff Cam pitel i was
on fire, beating his drums like. a
madman.
Even bassist Stuart Hamm
played with a lot of energy
despite being "booed" by the
crowd.
"I don’t have anything against
him I Hamm)." said 35-year-old
David White of San Jose. "I boo
because everyone (1st. does. I
think it’s just a thing people do
at concerts."
With eyes shut, the crowd
seemed to be in a state of
Nirvana as they jammed :done
with Satriani. their imaginary
electric guitars in hand.
White bed sheets and black
capes flapped in the air as the
ghosts and goblins clapped along
with the band.

ABC workers walk;
cause on-air miscues
About
NEW YORK (AP)
2,200 off-camera employees of
"Monday Night Football" and
other ABC programs staged a
one-day strike Monday, leading
to technical glitches on news
shows and a shutdown at two
soap operas.
The National Association of
Broadcast Employees and
Technicians staged the walkout
to protest the manner in which
their health plan was negotiated.
The union members planned
to return to work at 5 a.m.
Tuesday, but ABC said they
would be locked out until they
promised to give the network
warning of future strikes.
"We cannot and will not
allow our programming to be
held hostage to sneak attacks
by the union," ABC spokeswoman Julie Hoover said
ABC used management
employees and non-union personnel to fill in for the strikers.
Subtle effects of the walkout
were visible to viewers of ’Good
Morning America" on Monday:
On -air personnel looked into
the wrong camera, and a camera was briefly visible on the
set.
The union said incorrect
graphics were aired; Hoover
said such mistakes are made
"every day."
"You could definitely see the
difference in the quality of the
show," said Joseph Clark, a
striking technician.
New York tapings of "One

Life to Live" and "All M%
Children" were canceled. Sine;
the show tapes weeks in
advance, the one-day disruption
will not be noticed by viewers.
Hoover said.
Union memb..rs lanned to
picket in Philadelphia. where
ABC seas set to broadcast the
NFL game between the
Philadelphia Eagles and Dallas
Cowboys.
Hoover said a replacement
crew ve.:e, ready to WI ,rk and "we
expect a be on the air with a
good game."
Half of the strikers wr re
based in New York. with 01,
Angel.
Los
from
rest
Washington, Chicago and San
Francisco.
The union, which has been
without a contract since March
1997, accuses ABC and its parent, the Walt Disney Co., of not
revealing the rates for health
care services that Disney wants
the union to accept.
"The company is demanding
that we accept the plan, but
they are not providing us with
details on the plan so we can
make an informed judgment,"
Tom
spokesman
NABET
Donahue said.
The union filed a complaint
with the National Labor
Relations Board over the summer.
ABC contends the union
wants to see rates the insurers
negotiated with doctors, information Disney does not have
and could not reveal if it did.

I don’t have anything against him
(Hamm). I boo
because everyone
else does. I think
it’s just a thing
people do at concerts.
David White
ludience member

Satriani played "Time" from
his new CD, "Crystal Planet."
He gave the audience what it
wanted as he played popular singles such as "A Train of Angels"

o

R.E.M.’s new release, "Up,"
provides some songs with
catchy tunes, some songs with
good lyrics and other songs
with both.
In typical R.E.M. fashion
the album is good. What
makes it good, besides Michael
Stipes’ lead vocals, is the guitars, which are acoustic in
some songs and electric in others.
Those who have been fans
of the band for years will think
some of the tracks in this
release are weird, but they
will also know that R.E.M.
likes to experiment with different sounds.
In "Airportman," the first
track, one stops to wonder why
the singing sounds like whispering.
The band’s style changes
often. Their 1994 release,
"Monster," was different from
their
1996
release,
"Adventures in Hi-Fi," and
"Up" is not similar to any
other R.E.M. recording.
What separates this 14track release most from the
others is the fact that for the
first time in 18 years, the band
does not have a drummer.
Former drummer Bill Berry
quit the band just as they
were starting to rehearse for
"Up." According to a press
release, the band thought
about breaking up.
It is a good thing that the
legacy of R.E.M. continues.
"Up" offers highly synthesized
songs, mellow songs, and rock-

ing songs typically R.E.M.
The album also has love
songs, R.E.M. style, which
means they get the point
across but not in a cheesy
manner.
This album also offers
songs which some listeners
may relate to such as those of
"The Apologists." Although
the song may seem depressing, it tells of the way every
one feels at one point or another.
The album also has lyrics
some people might find hard
to understand. The lyrics of
songs like "Lotus" could be
without meaning. The lyrics
might just give Michael Stipe
something to sing while the
band performs a rocking song.
"Lotus" is the fastest track
on the record, and although
the lyrics seem fragmented
and may not make sense, the
song may become the favorite
for those who prefer the louder, harder sound the band can
produce.
The release does not suffer
from the loss of Berry. Instead
the band replaced him with
Beck’s
drummer,
Joey
Waronker, who plays for most
of the songs on the album.
Other tracks have various
percussion effects performed
by Barrett Martin, the drummer of the Screaming Trees.
"Up is like other R.E.M.
releases because it has the
bands distinctive sound.
It also differs from the other
R.E.M. releases. This difference shows the versatility of
R.E.M. and it is also the reason why people should listen
to "Up."

and the radio hit "Summer
Song," taken from his earlier
albums.
Satriani played with so much
intensity it was hard to believe
he was playing with only two
hands and one instrument.
His sharp leads have become
his most recognizable trademark.
Some spirit might have possessed Satriani during the show.
He did something most fans
have never seen he sang.
Satriani sang "Look My Way,"
which the musician called one of
his wild experiments. The song
had a country flavor to it.
Satriani’s singing was a nice
change from his usual routine,
but he would be so much better
off leaving the microphone
alone.
Overall, however, Satriani
gave the audience what it wanted
screaming guitar leads
only Satriani could deliver.
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Sports Weekly

Spartans look
)
to run ’n’ gun
kJlus Meyer
Staff Editor
Predicted to finish last in the
Western Athletic Conference?
Running a fast break offense?
No, it’s not the Spartan football team.
The
San
Jose
State
l’iiiversity women’s basketball
team is gearing up for the 199899 season, and a poll of the 16
WAC coaches is saying it’s the
worst team in the conference.
"No one gives us any respect,"
seventh -year SJSU head coach
Karen Smith said. "I know we’re
not going to finish there."
After finishing last season 621 overall and 2-12 in the WAC,
Smith’s goal for the upcoming
season, which starts Nov. 13
against the Cal Poly Mustangs,
is to finish .500 and make the
1VAC tournament.
Smith hopes to run away with
a few victories. Despite having
an inexperienced, undersized
(sod poor outside shooting team,
she likes the team’s speed and
quickness. She expects the
Spartans to be an aggressive
sqien-floor, fast-break team.
"We have to run in order to
score points," Smith said.
Before the season has even
started, the team has been decimated by injuries. Four key
players will be out at least until
December. Three of the four
players were projected starters.
Guard Natasha Johnson, last
SCaSIIII’S leading scorer with 12
points per game, will be out due
to )1 back injury. Guard Elisha
Williams is out because of an
unknown illness. Forward Erin
Irving is recovering from knee
surgery.
Center
Danna
Campbell will miss the season
due tsi a back injury.
The injury:- riddled Spartans
will have 6) rely sin inexperienced newcomers.

Smith will hand the starting
point guard duties over to
Rachel Johnson, the younger sister of Natasha Johnson. Rachel
Johnson will fill the void left by
Courtney Wittstruck, who transferred to Clemson University.
Rachel Johnson admits she
feels a little pressure, especially
since she normally plays offguard not point guard.
Smith also plans on giving
freshman Dafina Dailey and
junior college transfer Aisha
McGee a lot of playing time in
the low post.
Besides lacking experience,
Dailey and McGee also lack size
compared to past Spartan teams
and current opponents both
are 6 feet tall.
The other returning low post
players are senior Ayana Smith
(6’0") and sophomore Angela
Modin (6’1"). The losses of
Campbell (6’4"), last season’s
starting center Sasha Spalding
(6’3") and forward Michelle
Hanson (6’2") could hurt the
team’s rebounding and low-post
scoring.
"Going from the other teams
last year, we aren’t that big at
all," said Ayana Smith, who said
she played against teams with
stalky 6-foot-5-inch players.
Being the only experienced
low-post player, Ayana Smith is
a major key to SJSU’s success.
"I try to look at it as a challenge that I have to step it up
and take it head-on," she said.
Coach Smith also expects
senior small forward Kathleen
Barrett to be a key scorer and an
on -court leader.
When Natasha Johnson,
Williams and Irving return,
coach Smith hopes to have a versatile offense.
"We’re going to have a lot of
balance," coach Smith said. "No
one’s going to step up and score
20. We’re going to have everyone
scoring on the floor."

A guide to upcoming
SJSU and professional
sporting events in the
area.

Men’s Basketball
SJSU v. Taiwan (Exhibition)
7:30 p.m. Thursday
Event Center

Volleyball
SJSU v. New Mexico*
7 p.m. Friday
Event Center
SJSU v. UTEP*
7 p.m. Saturday
Event Center

Men’s Soccer
SJSU v. Tulsa*
3 p.m. Friday
Spartan Stadium
USA v. Australia
7:30 p.m. Friday
Spartan Stadium

Women’s Tennis
NorCal Rolex Tournament
Friday through Sunday
Stanford University

Hockey
SJSU v. Utah State
7:45 p.m. Friday
The Ice Centre of San Jose
Sharks v. Dallas
7:30 p.m. Wednesday
San Jose Arena
Sharks v. St. Louis
7:30 p.m. Saturday
San Jose Arena

Al3L Basketball
Its hits

’Flu’ Spirt :111 volleyball team
I 17-6, 5-3 Western Athletic
Conference) moved sine step closer 6 u reaching its goal of a 20-win
season when it beat arch -rival
Fresno State University i 155,44 WA(’ ) fiir the second time this
year Friday.
San Jose State University
beat the Bulldogs 15-13, 7-15,
15-8, 15-9 and left the Spartans
alone in third place in the WAC.
The top six teams make the
postseason tournament.
Nicole) blintz had 15 kills and
was the only player on either
team who reached double figures
in the category. She also had 12
digs. Tanya Kamau came up
with 16 digs to lead all players
and combined with Melissa
Myers to block seven shots.
Two of the Spartans’ six
remaining games are against
ranked teams.
Brigham Young University is
ranked
fourth
and
the
University of Ilawail is ninth.

Cross Country
With a 10th-place finish at
the WAC championships in
Houston, Texas on Saturday, the
Spartan women’s cross country
team proved its detractors
wrong.
A preseason coaches’ poll had
picked SJSU to finish 15th.
The finish was the best ever
for an SJSU team. Last year, the
Spartans finished 12th and in
1996 they were 13th.
The top Spartan finisher was
junior Allison Kegley, who came
in 22nd in the 5,000-meter
course with a time of 18:42.
Freshman Janina Crain was
26th with a time of 18:52.
The Spartan men’s team did
not fare as well. It finished 13th,
with senior Kolvira Cheng being
the top finisher at 66th. His time
in the 8,000-meter course was
27:31.
BYU won both titles.
SJSU will compete in the
Regional
West
NCAA
Championships on Nov. 14 in
Fresno.

Tennis

Dinh

Karen Smith, head coach of the women’s basketball team at Sari Jose State University, huddles up with
her players before practice on Friday afternoon. The Spartans had a record of 6-21 overall and 2-12 in
the Western Athletic Conference last season.

SPartanShorts
Volleyball

Pr ince’ Spar-tan

Men’s soccer

The Spartan men’s soccer
team (12-4-1, 3-3-1 WAC )
appears to be back sin track after
picking up a win and a tie since
Friday.
SJSU has dropped out of
national rankings and was on
the verge of being eliminated
from postseason competition.
The’ Spartans were ranked as
high as third for two consecutive
weeks earlier during the season.
They started the season 9-0,
then dropped four of their next
five’.
If SJS11 beats Tulsa on Friday
at Spartan Stadium, the team
will advance to the postseason
tournament. If the Spartans
lose, the U.S. Air Force Academy
will have to beat University of
New Mexico for SJSU to
Women’s soccer
advance.
Despite losing 13 of its first 14
Midfielder Brandon Snyder
games, the SJSU women’s soccer was named the WAC’s player of
team will make its third straight the week for scoring the goWAC tournament appearance in ahead goal against Air Force
Provo, Utah. SJSU won four of the game that ended in a tie -its last six games and finished and scored the only goal in the 1the regular season 5-15 and 2-4 0 victory over UNM 110-7-1,3-3in the WAC.
1 WAC).
SJSU edged out University of
Snyder has scored a point in
Utah, which had the same each of the last three matches
record.
and is second on the team with
The Spartans won the 19 points.
tiebreaker because they won
The goal against UNM came
their head-to-head matchup 3-2 on a 25-yard free kick which
on Oct. 17.
short-hopped Lobo goalkeeper
SJSU
drew
Southern Chad Nelson and skipped past
Methodist University (9-9, 5-1 him. The Lobos have not scored a
WAC) in the first round on Nov. goal for 304 consecutive min4. SMU was the Mountain utes.
Division champion.
Snyder’s goal against Air
If the Spartans are able to Force came on a 35-yard direct
advance, they will face the win- kick. The goal came in the 76th
ner of the BYU-University of minute of play on a hit off the
Tulsa game. BYU finished sec- crossbar. Air Force then tied the
ond in the Pacific Division while match four minutes later to send
Tulsa was third in the the game to overtime.
Mountain.
Although they controlled
Seniors Tennille Ruggiero, most of the overtime play, Air
Dina Schindler and Kelli Force managed just one shot on
Mahoney are all making their goal, which Spartan keeper
third postseason appearance.
Gilbert Vega saved. The game
SJSU lost its season finale 1- was called due to darkness after
0 to Cal Poly on Wednesday. It the first overtime.
was the ninth time the Spartans
failed to score and they sixth
Spartan Shorts were compiled
by Jeremiah Oshan
time they lost by that score.

Lasers v. Portland
8 p.m. Friday
San Jose Arena
* WAC game

IN MANY COMPANIES IT TAKES YEARS
TO PROVE YOU CAN LEAD...

Liz Marpuri advanced to the
semifinals of the Fresno State
University Invitational, but lost
in straight sets to Dora
Djilianova of the host team 6-3,
6-4. Marpuri was the top single’s
finisher for the Spartan tennis
team.
Daisy Ilurst, Helen Van and
Mya Mashayekh all advanced to
the third round, but lost.
Mashayekh recovered from a 6-0
first set loss and took Coleen
Cohee of Nevada the full three.
Van and Hurst both lost in
straight sets.
In the consolation doubles
match. Van and Mashayekh won
by default when Marpuri and
Hurst pulled out because of an
injury to Hurst.

WE’LL GIVE YOU 10 WEEKS.

nor ,P,11 lief’ Mb( h time to prove you’re capable of being a leader But if
tough, smart and determined ten weeks and a lot of hard work could make you an
Officer of Marries And Offset Candidate,, School IOC’S) is where you’)l get the chance to Prove
you ye got what a Mit’, to lead a life tun of excitement, full of challenge, full of honor Anyone
(NI say they we got what it takes to be a leader, we’ll give you ten weeks to prove it For
more information call t-800-M4RINES. or contact us on the Internet at www Marines corn
Ten week , may

you’re,

Marina,
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EMPLOYMENT
RETAIL
experienced
barlstas
Work with the best coffee beans
and the best human beans. Our
South Bay stores are currently
interviewing for parltime (2115
hrs/wk) barista positions.
Competitive pay, on/off site
training, medical, dental.
domestic partner coverage.
401(k). paid vacation & sick time.
advancement opportunities.
Apply at 2035 Camden Avenue,
1330 El Paseo. or 1140 Lincoin
Avenue, Suite C in San Jose. or
798-1 Blossom Hill Road in Los
Gatos. We encourage applications from people of all ages.
races & ethnic backgrounds.
PEET’S
COFFEE & TEA
www.peets.com
P/T TEACHER 6+ C.D. UNITS.
NAM accred. School Age Progam
in Sum/vale. Flog* hours 16, F/T
available in Summer. Great for
student! Sharon 408-738-1385.

VALETPARKERS Valets needed
for P/T eves & weekends. Fun.
flexible job during school. Park
cars for weddings, parties and
special events in the Los Gatos
area. Must be outgoing, friendly,
and neat in appearance. No
previous expenence nec. Must be
able to drive a 5 sp and have a
valid CDL and your own transp.
Earn up to $12.00/hr with Tips.
Call Michael @ Golden Gate Valet
(800) 825.3871.
TELEMARKETING
No Nights/Weekends
Ideal for students.
F/T or P/T available.
Set appointments
for Consulting Sales,
$11-$15/hour + Benefits.
Ph: 408244-0233 ext. 220

CENTER FOR AUTISM
Therapist position to work with
Autistic Children. BA/MA in
Psychology, Child Development.
MFCC. etc. Own transportation.
Parttime Ammon. Various locarJ0115.
Phone: 408/2801112.
Fax: 408/280.1113.
INSTRUCTORS PT. Teach FUN
Science Programs in elementary
schools. Need: Car & experience
with kids. Excellent Pay! Call:
Mad Science of the South Bay @
408-262.5437

EXTENDED CARE persomel needed
Monday through Friday. Hours
6:30arn 8:00am act/a 3:15pm 6:00pm. Must have 6 ECE unrts and
experience. Interested Child Des.
students pease contact Mts. AtisaA
or Miss DuBridge by phone: 408/
8791C00 or by fax: 408/8791001.

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part -iron. Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown Sanlo se.
Inner City Express.
22W Sant John St. San Jose.

TUTORS NEEDED: Elem. & H.S.
GREATER OPPORTUNITIES is SubjeLts. Earn 515120/hour
looking for people to teach ILS skits Jack or Joan .i((8227.6685
and provide support to adults with
ATTENTION!, Ready to lose
disabilrbes. FT. $8/hr + mileage &
fuN benefits. 408.248.4464x108
those unwanted pounds?
Get oad to lose weight.
Safe. natural. or approved
TURN YOUR SELLING SKILLS
Karen (408) 553-8924
INTO FAST CASI4111
email: loosein:hesighotmail.corn
We are looking for 10 people
to spread the word about an
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
exciting new product that
Sell discount o..ry-riptions to Bay
allows multiple computers to
Area newspapers Auto dialers
connect to the Internet over
one phone line. The product is Flexible hrs. 9om /pm Downtown
ideal for dorms, apartments,
near lightral 4 ta y:ks ’rum SJSU
Hourly $S plus bonus Media
homes with two computers &
remote or satellite classrooms. Promotions 4940200
You set your own schedule.
We provide training, demo kits PAID MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP
and fast cash on every sale.
College Works Painting .1 sub
sector), of National Services (-coop
Give us a call to find out
is now hinng for Spring ’,wool.,
when the next training
1999. Duties include interyiew.rig.
class will be held
development of r lpOorlpf
510 249 9500 x 238
relations. control of marketing and
TELESALES/GOLF - Sports sales & production management
Call 888/4509675.
minded. aggressive Hourly
www.collegeworks cum)
bonus + incentives. SJSU location
Contact James 295-4810.
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Wonienages2132.Healmy
INTERNSHIP
Responsible. All Nationalities
American Medicine & Lifestyle
Give the Gift of Life!
Magazine is offering part-time
internship for Graphic & web 53.300 stipend & eypenses paid
Weespeciaily need
designers. writers & coddinatces
Japanese and Chinese Donors
Call 650 969 895& ask for Hence
PLEASE CALL. US AT WWFC
(SOO) 314-9996
B ARRY SWENSON BUILDER
P/T. ME 12:30-5:30pm Work in
develop
TEACHER
INSTRUCTOR
a fast paced, property
P/T Elementary Schools
ment office. Run errands, misc.
office work. This could lead to a Dstree or Credential NOT Required
career for one of the Bay Area’s Peon unity lOr Teacterg Expenenor
Need Car
premier development companies.
Reese call Jean-Paul or Greg for an Voce Mal:4408)287 4170 et 40/4
E0E/ME
interview W408-2870246 FOE

TEACHER OPPORTUNITIES, nigh
quality. licensed ’childcare centers
for 2 12 year olds. Recreation
ennchment curriculum.
Flexible PT/FT positions
Days. Eves. Weekends
Team Environment
Min 6 ECE required
Earn while you leam
In house training
Benefits available
Growing throughout the Bay Area
140sParli 2607929. Fax 260 7366
011001/1EITS ASST/11E4NEL11111
needed for small, exclusive shop
and kennel PT. Tues-Sat. Must
be reliable, honest, able to do
physical work. Exp. working
w/dogs preferred, but will train.
Great oppty for dog Oar $650 N.
Can FM resume to 408/3770109
or Call 371 9115.
ACCOUNTING: SPARTAN SHOPS
Is seeking F/T. A/R Data Entry
OM with computer skills & 10-key
by loud). kit mar pawed. Clew
duties inch process deposits,
maint A/R master file, generate
statements & invoices, posting.
tomer entries aid customer/ war
interaction. M-F, 40 hours/week,
Nang salary. $20.800 $21,840.
Spartan Shops, Inc.
1125 N. 7919. San Joie, CA 95112
or Personnel Ofice, Bldg. 037.
FM: 408/924-1910.

AFTERNOON TEACHER
GREENHILLS PRESCHOOL
571 N. 3rd St
Minimun 12 Early Childhood
Ed. units required.
3 5 days /week
Call: 2864533
Fax: 295-6197

FOOD SERVICE, ESPRESSO BAR,
HOSTING. F/T & P/T positions
available in a busy family style
restaurant located in Sunnyvale.
All shifts avail, flex hrs, $9.00 hr
to start. Please call 733.9446,
ask for Julia or Wendy.
WORK FROM HOME
International Business Expanding
$500 $2.500/mo. Spare Time.
$3,000- $6.000 mo. Full Time.
We will train you.
http://vnyw.cash911.com/vsp
or Call (408)882.5007.

DRIVIKG INSTRUCTOR
We are looking for students
to teach driving full/part time.
Will train. Must be 21.
$9.00 to start. Call 3634182,
RECEPTIONIST
We are looking for a part time
LAW OFFICE POSTION available. receptionist. mornings/weekends.
Court runner, company car & gas Call 3634182
provided. Need valid drivers
license. Hours flexible. 2444200. CASHIERS NEEDED to work at
4th & S.0 Chevron. Mini mart.
TUTOR WANTED for 10 yr old Od. flexible hours, several shifts open
Needs extra help in math, some Please apply in person. 147 E
language arts: my home. M.Th. Santa Clara St. Contact Ofelia
3:30-5:30. Call Paula 9263944.
(41)812953964

SHIPPING/RECEIVING, P/7
Position fleuble. FIT Summer.
Weekends are yours. Neat SJSU.
Call Jennifer 408-9930560 est 105.

DAYCARE TEACHERS
K-8 school seeks responsiele
individuals for extended daycare.
P/T nee afternoon. No ECE units
required. Previous expenence with
children preferred. Please call
244-1968 x 16

.clsens.core

CLASSIFIED

PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no clan for products or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee implied. The
chissiRed columns of the Sparta
Daly consist of paid alveraing
and offerings we not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

9/30

TEACHERS
SCIENCE ADVENTURES
Seeking Dedicated Instructor for
exciting "hands on science
program afterschool.
3 8 hours per week.
Expenence preferred.
To apply call
1 800472 4362 ext. 245/297.
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler. and
Rescind replan and Aides F,T&
P 1 positions available. Substitute
positions are also available that
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
required for teacher positions but
not required for Aide positions
Excellent opportunity for Child
Development majors. Please call
Cathy for an intenew at 244 1968
or fax resume to 248 7350
TFACWIRAFRC SCHOOL PART ME
weelreces&ivecuogsf4,,trervoc
necessary. Follow our lesson plan
kkor hare good oninrounkabon
reSponsible & reliable 4089717557
Dekae relic School
999W Sal Calc St. San kise
IMMVIER TROJEE-lakineeeketing
firm needs energetic person to
train and motivate sales reps
20 36 firs wk Salary bonus
Downtown Sailing-, 408,494.0200
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
5,:hooi year & summer. Elem
school age rm. program. P. T
from 2 6pm. M F during the
school year Sonic P T morning
DOsitions available from approx
7ant I lair F T during summer day
DSIGK

WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
& LOVE CHILDREN??
TOP PAY!
Immediate temp/ penn
Substitute positions as
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
at After School Programs,
Day Care Centers. Etc.
(4081866-8550

USE A PHONE LATELY?
Licensed public utility. NY stock
exchange telecommjnications
company is looking for you.
Earn unlimited residual income.
International expansion coming
soon. Set your own hours.
CHILDREN’S ENTERTAINERS. 800371-4366
P/T. perform fun science parties
on weekend days. Great Pay + Tips!
You pick days. We train. Call:
Mad Science at 408262.5437.
EXCMNG BUSINESS Opportunity
NEED A JOB, FINANCIAL AID
proven way to generate income
OR A PAID INTERNSHIP?
check out our website at
now
Call
for part time or
members.tnpod.com/-azn2000
flex time opportunities.
wrap (408(360)370
PAY YOUR TUITION giving away
FREE Motorola Pagers. $89 value.
VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS Call 18882400310. give sponsor
Ambitious and energetic people
0098544. For WEB SURFERS:
needed FT/PT. Earn $23-51.5 per http://yvwwle13.com/0098544/
hour (average). Flexible, will work or call me at 18.31-3732010.
around you school schedule
Looking for cart dnvers for week
ends only. Lots of fun and
earn good money. Call. (408)
867.7275 Receptionist will TUTORS NEEDED: Elem & H.S
connect you to our voicernaii. subjects. Earn 315-$50/hr & up.
Leave name and nuniber where Call after 7pm. 408-202 3467.
you can be contacted
BILINGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra Geometry
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Special Ed ,’ Regular Class. Statistics Trig Calculus
$8.52 $11.70/tv Saratoga School Physics: Mechanics Electnc
District 001408/8673424x200 SAT GED CBEST ESL TOEFL
for application & information.
Computer: Vgasic. V Cu.
Spanish: All levels
Call: Michael 40E32987576
MAKE MONEY NOW
in Telecommunications and
Email: tutor90763@aol.com
Internet Set your own hours
14081 793 5151
ENGUSH EDITING & TUTORING
Experienced with the needs of
Foreign Students
SECURITY
Alx. OM Pruyate Security
Creclentialed Teacher & M.A.
We will train yOU
Go To. www.MyEditot.com
Student Fnendly
Ard/Or Cal Jessica 408/978-8034
FT. PT. Wkdys & Minds.
SJSU Alumni & Member of SOUL:
Al) shifts Flexible Schedule
Save Our University Library.
408247 4827

OPPORRINITY

BIE211111fi

TEACHERS. FT/PT. excellent
salary g benefits. ’rind dental
vacation sick pay. art des E.
ratio 1 9. beautiful park like
piayground, strong team
enoronnenti Min 12 FCI nInds
ElljO) your work with Lhoilrenl
Charmer Preschool 378 7805.
Fa resume to 378 4121

imrgunoti
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
a-cepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass All
levels welcome. Beginning.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style jazz, Blues, Rock.
Fusion, Funk, Reggae. or Folk.
Call all at 408 298 6124.

SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
us huring Teachers, Audi’s A Subs
for their Sr hoct Age Child Care
Centers in San lose ECE. CD.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

1ent tram,iig arud
k,inat Wink
If you NO101Off.Stell
281,12n0 e.1 21

"SPIRITUAL HEALING
1:4 SCIENTIFIC AGEtytediu.ally dotuntented
spiritual healing%
Book available at any
Crnstian Science Reading Room
For iocations Lail 408,8678255

."x354 8700 xM

SAVE MART SUPERMARKETS
01.Fc I AM’
Wealeremoderougotosc".
Sari Jose arid ’,alma,.
AndOperna NINA %YR r,Now,ti.
at 3457 Mi:Kee Rd San lose’
Positions Available:
.Grocery Clerks .Produce Clerks
+Bali ery/Dei Clerk s Servite Cie,
GM Clerk +Ma:Seafood Cienr,
Mcesitionsoffercompetavepay
and a full benefits package’
Please see store managet for an
andicatmaihrblowingWatiom
3251 So. White RI San Jose
1475 Mcerie Rd San Jose
1070 Story Rd San Jose
1641N Capitol Ave San Jose
/15W Calaveras Eil AMPitas
Ti promote .1 drug free work
environment, we do preemployment
dug testing Save Nat Supennilvit
is Mt Equal Opportunity Employer

ACUFACTS SECURITY
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great Job for Students.
F/T or P/T All Shifts Available
Permanent Shifts & Schedules
Top Pay w/ Many Beneftts!
Call or apply in person,
(4081286.5880
555 D Meridian Ave. Si.
between San Cabs & Partin:Ea.
tenni the Cad and Party Store.

IDEAL STUDENT WEEKEND JOB
ur Sun Men’s Llothicg
id pay Contact Michael
.
io00 or collie in for an
2010 Duane Ave Santa
LIFEGUARD NEEDED morn rug,
.1,1.1rImni., Must he YMCA or
INC certofiegl for into Call Janet La
.1.18 726 9622 .22 Soutn Valley
Iron), YMCA
$ EARN EXTRA CASH S
up tri $600,nionthr
BoCOOlf. a Spa, Donor
I tea/thy niales 1940 years old
UMW Student’. ’Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
65(1 124 1900. Mb 8-4:30

COMPUTERS ETC,
NEW LAPTOPS/DESKTOPS
560 MO fix 11 inorithsSlbuyout
NO cred4 cheLks/no lease
awys earthcomp1 cyynAH103.htmi

MagiBEIME
TAUPE 93 LEGEND, LS, at. a/c.
ft.dloptions, rims new, 2dr, $18000.
Red 90 Accord, stick, w/tail,
.
condition, $5000. Tony
4088582887, 408-5474628.

WORD PROCESSING’

MENRILAMING

SEBIBrell

WRRING118.P: (510)601-9554.
Highest quality writing, editing,
ghostwriting. Essays. application
statements, reports. etc.
Please call Dave Bolick.M.A. at
(510)601-9554 or
email bolickbest.com
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
FREE writing tips now available at
www.acedenticwrItInocorn
STUDENT DENTAL Plate
Only 557.00 per year.
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs.
For ofo (Pi 1 800 6553225.

MILS
UNDY HOP & ZYDECO DANCES.
some Fridays. at First Christian
80S Fifth St Call 4083561375.

I4e411211111’S

LICIULILILICIUULIULVJULILILIUJULIULICILLILILLILII
ULIULILILICILICILILIJULUULILIULJULIULULIULILILI
One
Day

Two
Days
$7
31Ines
$5
4 Ines
$9
$9
51ne5
$7
$10
6 lines
$1 for each additional line

se

Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After be fifth day, rate increases by $I per day
First Nne (25 spaces) set or bold or no extra charge
Ad:Ilion/II words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 knee:

$70
10-14 lines- $90
15-191ines: $110

Five Addtesa
Days
$13 Cily Sogne
$14
P,one
$15
$16
Send check or rnoney order to
Spartan Daily Oassifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose. CA 95192-0149

Please check /
one classification:
Zo coo

Classified desk is located In Dwight Bente Half Room 209
Deadline 1000 am two weekdays before publicaeon
N M ads are prepaid. No rands on cancelled ads
II Rates kir ccosecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (404I) 924-3277

_Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
-__Amouncements’
_LOP and Found**
_Vokinkeers’
_Pa Sae’
_Aulos For Sale’
_Compilers Etc’
_Wanted
_Employment
__Opporkabes

Rental Honing
Shared Hwang’
Real Estate
Services’
Health/Beauty’
Sports/Thrills’
Insurance
Erntenlanmerif
Travel
Tooring
Word Processing
Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209. between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

-

HOUSING WANTED

CARPAL TUNNEL SYNDROME
Hand numbness, Tingling
sensation. Loss of fine touch.
Accidentally dropping things?
It may be less serious.
It is not necessarily CTS.
Call for free consultation.
Dr. Lee Oliva Chiropractor.
408-247-2222,

SINGLE MALE SEEKS LONGTERM
HOUSING. Need nerpensse room or
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
studio/basement apartment. Would Unwanted hair removed forever.
AFFORDABLE&EXPERIENCED* consider helping the elderly at ther
Specialist. Confidential.
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term home in exchange for, or in partial UYour own probe or disposable.
Papers, Nursing, Group Rejects. payment of, rent. Have references. 335S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
Resunes. Al Formats, Specializing Contact Robert Stevenson, 8923
247-741141
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
SE Yam!). Ave. Portland, 08 97216.
Punctuation/ Editing. 27+ )rs En
Phone (5031 256-3426. Email:
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
cybeemereaol.com or FAX to
PAM’S
FROFESSIONIL WORD FROCESSIG, (533)267-1229.CascadeColege, c/o Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us
Res. Office re. Robert Stevenson.
247-2681. 8arn8pm.
permanently remove your
ANNA’S WORD PROCESSING
unwanted hair. Back- Chest Lip
Term papers, thesis, resumes.
-Bikini - Chin - Tummy etc.
group protects.etc. Typewriter
Students & faculty receive 15%
for your applications for mod/law SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BDRM APTS. discount. First appt. 1/2 ploe if
school. etc. Tape transcription. Live in luxury and walk to school!
made before 1.2/31/98.
Fax Machine. Notary Public, We offer a pool, spa. sauna, full
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
Call Anna at 972-4992.
gym. on -site management. all 621 E. Campbell Ave. 017. GM.
appliances included, central A/C.
(408) 379-3500.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Stop by today for a tour.
Theses. Term Papers, Resumes. Open Monday thru Saturday.
THE COLONNADE
Gatti) Protects. etc. Al) formats,
specializing in APA. Tape
201 So. 4th St. 14081279-3639.
transcnption. Fax machine.
Experienced, dependable. quick 2 BORK APARTMENT -$975/MO.
Certain advertisements in
return. Almaden/Branham area.
Secunty type building
these columns may War On
Secure Parking
Call Linda 140812644504.
reader to speak telephone
Close To Campus
numbers or addr
for
Modern Building
additional information.
Laundry Room
Classified readers should be
Village Apartments
reinkided that, when making
POST YOUR RESUME on the WEB 576 South Fifth Street
these further contacts, they
For $35 post on 15 Web sites. (408) 295 6893
should require complete
Send resume + payment to:
information before sending
PDM Graphics, 225 Corning Ave
money for goods or services.
Milpitas, CA 95035.
SHARED HOUSING
In addition, readers should
Send salary req. + F/T or P/T.
carefully inveetigete d fInne
Save money and time!
5000, SQ. FT. CUSTOM HOME
offering empiownent &kings
to share in SJ, located on a
Recruiters call you directly!
a/coupons for dIscunt
We accept credit cards.
2 1/2 acre lot with panoramic
muttons Of merchandise.
view. 10 miles from campus
PROOFREADING
$600/mo out. 408-296-8000s11
Have your papers inspected for for more information.
organizational and grammatical
errors. Prices vary according
to length of paper.
Call for a price quote today!
Call ALICIA at 408 229 9305.
CALL NOW!!!

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

HEALTH & BEAUTY

CAMPUS CLUBS

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Senace
COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
Speoal Student Programs
buy sell & trade computers,
Serving SJSU for 20 years
486 Pentium. Mac. &
"Great Rates for Good Omen."
Nu utehooks Refurb’d equipment "Good Rates for NorGood Drivers"
is warrantied
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS.
Prompt Repair & Upgrades
"Good Students" "Educators"
Student/Fat Discount w/ID
’Engineers’ ’Scientists"
526 i Prospect Rd S.I. between
CALL TODAY 296.5270
Hwy 85 & 280 near Lawrence bey
FREE QUOTE
409.873-9070
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

None

408-924-3282

STEAMBOAT Colorado Jan. 10-15
$549. with the SJSU Ski &
Snowboard Club. Includes
flight out of Si, full condos 5
night stay, 4 of 5 day lift
pass, 2 hot tubs. parties & great
snow. Students & non-students.
Call Mark at 408-292-0955.

MBA/CLASSIFIED-LOCAL RATES FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES cALL 408-924-3277
Print your ad here.

FAX:

\

Daily
ROSS WORD

ACROSS
1 Oty
4 Maureen of
the movies
9 Aquarium
denizen
14 Flower garland
15 Eva or Juan
16 Used rowing
tools
17 Meeting
19 Actor Edward
James Poe
20 Edgar
21 Trendy digs
23 Looks at
24 Loafers and
sandals
27 Stash
30 Explodes
32 Genetic material
33 Swift runner
37 Shun
39 Tell
40 It s golden!
42 Vine -covered
43 Yale and Duke
44 Actor Mineo
45 Sets sail
48 House wings
50 Cousins’
mothers
51 Young horse
55 Computer
screen images
57 Actress Greta
58 Animals track
60 Time of rising
prices
64 Reddish dye
65 Dynamite
inventor
66 Insect
67 Artist’s stand
68 Networks
My Party"
69

DOWN
1 Seaweed
2 Granular

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

OMOM IMMO MUNN
MON MNIADO MUD
MOO NUONO NOMA
OMMODNO MNUMNMN
NON
NMN
NMMUldl GUAM ODIUMM
OCIMM DOMONM ONM
CIDOODOMUNNOUNWN
UMEINNO WNW
NOMA MHO MUMNW
ORD
UMM
UMOMODM ONGINOUN
ODOM WIDIMMIN MWMM
0121210 MOND OUPIN
IMMO UMEINIA NUNM
ConsOofforooriosSmilkOli
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
22
24
25
26
28
29
30
31
33

Narne
Not closed
That ship
Onassis’
nickname
Howard of
’Happy DaysViewpoints
Pooch s sound
Stops
First man on
the moon
Name for a lion
Sullivan and
Koch
Owns
Midwestern
sch
Coin receiver
Clinton s
birthplace
Have bills
In reserve
Walks in water
Propeller part
Loses inte est
Liqueur flavor

34 01 ships
35 Huge numbers
36 Previously. in
poems
38 Goose
formation
40 Put in order
41 Kinds
43 Preserve
46 Male
47 Transporting
school kids
49 Tea cake
51 Chubby
52 African
animal
53 More or less
54 Yearns
56 Of the mouth
57 Guys’
partners
58 Not he
59 Green shade
61 Postal -creed
word
62 Hoover’s org.
63 Pioneered

Mal MAIM Mailail
UMM MOM MEM=
IMILIMMOMM
&AM
&OM
ammo Add= Mild
MENEM AIM
daddlIMEM
WWII=
AMMO’ MIMI=
&ME
iiMMEMEMM
dUdiddlIMMM
’MEd MIIMINI &Add
MAIM
. MUM diddilMEMEM
WM MOM NMI
MOM NMI= &MI

Drinking:

Voters: Door-to-door campaign Toepfer:
Continued from page 1

Chavez, said she will be doing
the same thing as West to get
people to the polls,
"I will be knocking on doors all
day long telling people why it’s
important to vote, and to vote for
me," Chavez said. "I will take
every opportunity to get people
involved in the democratic
process of voting."
Chavez joked that she will not

stop until she has told every perAnother student, occupational
son on the planet to get out and therapy major Jennifer Heiser,
vote,
said she isn’t going to vote
Efforts made by candidates on because she’s been too busy with
Election Day to "get out the vote school to register.
won’t make a difference to citi"Even if I were registered, I
zens who don’t vote for a number wouldn’t vote because I’m not
of reasons,
educated on the issues, and usuTroy Herrera, SJSU finance ally don’t understand them,"
major, said he wasn’t even aware Heiser said.
there was an election going on.

Memorial: Popular wedding site
Continued from page 1
more fitting tribute could be
offered to those who would not
return. They suggested "a moderately small chapel, nonsectarian, of appropriate architectural
beauty, dedicated to their memory "
A complete copy of this letter
now sits in a glass plaque in
front of the Spartan Memorial.
At the time, a sorority had
placed 4,500 blue stars upon
four service flags, which reprevented each of the individual
men and women students and
staff who went to war. Gold
stars, 204 of which were placed
over individual blue stars, signilied the person had died or was
missing in action. SJSU enrollment of male students during
this period of time went from
2006,
to 186.
The Baileys’ vision began to
take shape when the Alumni
Association pledged $15,000 to
the project. Students, faculty,
alumni and friends of the college
raised $50,000 and the site was
selected in 1949.
Ground was broken in May of
1950 during alumni homecoming, and the completed memorial
was dedicated on March 28,
1952, to the men and women
who lost their lives serving in
World War II.
The Memorial has been desigrusted as a place of meditation,
informal worship, weddings, fraternity and sorority initiations

and memorial services, according to the Student Union.
The first wedding held at the
chapel was that of former student Ed Mosher, who served on
the Academic Senate for 30
years and was the founder of
SJSU’s first homecoming in
1948.
While his wedding plans were
in full swing, the Memorial was
running a bit behind. Concrete
was poured just a day prior to
the ceremony.
"We packed the chapel with
my fraternity brothers and my
wife’s sorority sisters," Mosher
said. "It was exciting being the
first couple to use the Memorial.
It seems like yesterday"
Current and former students,
faculty members and employees
and their families can reserve
the Spartan Memorial for weddings.
The Memorial can seat 100
people. The current cost of a
wedding in the Memorial is
$200, payable two weeks prior to
the wedding, along with a $50
clean-up fee. Two candelabras
are available upon request at no
additional cost. The wedding
party is required to purchase
candles and any other decorations separately.
"The memorial is a popular
room for weddings during the
summertime," Leanne 1,oBue,
scheduling assistant at the
Student Union, said. "We have

six weddings scheduled for next
semester."
According to Harry Powers, a
retired art professor from SJSU,
in 1966 the Memorial needed
some repairs. A student/faculty
committee asked him to create a
new window for the site.
"We had very little money,"
Powers said. "We had to improvise with what we had by using
something inexpensive."
Stained glass was glued to a
clear plate of glass, which held
for about the next 30 years
before having to be replaced due
to deterioration.
"It was really quite beautiful,"
Powers said. "It was a whole wall
of incoming colored light."
According to Alfonso De Alba,
executive director of Associated
Students, anyone can use the
Spartan Memorial, but priority
is given to the SJSU community.
The Memorial is open on a
regular basis, Monday through
Friday, when the university is in
session and by special arrangement. Organizations and groups
wishing to use the Memorial for
formal meetings, initiations, lectures or programs, may make
through
the
reservations
Student Union Scheduling
Office by calling 924-6300.
"I encourage the SJSU community to use the Memorial," De
Alba said. "This is our memorial
to be used any time for prayer or
meditation."

Use your dollars
with sense.
The Associates Student Visecan help you manage
college expenses with fewer worries.
Your dollars go further with all these great benefits.

3% cash back on purchases*
No annual fee
Credit line up
to $2,500

Continued from page 1

Continued from page 1
radio, television and film, has other recent dance books that
been a colleague and friend of were submitted as candidates
Toepfer for more than 12 for the award.
"TThis is the first award I’ve
years.
"Karl is probably one of the won for my published scholarmost brilliant writers in per- ship," Toepfer said.
Toepfer has written two
formance art that I have ever
met," Baran said. "He is also a other books, "The Voice
wonderful man and excellent Rapture: Language in Oscar
teacher, and the heart and Wilde’s ’Salome’ " and
soul of our graduate program. "Theater Aristocracy and
This guy is a scholar in the Pornography: French Erotic
Theater of the 18th Century"
very best sense of the word."
He started researching his
Baran said his colleague’s
style of writing makes his current book in 1991 and continued until 1994, after which
works enjoyable to read.
"Reading his writing is like he turned in a manuscript to
mental gymnastics and makes the University of California
it fun to read. When you finish Press, which published it in
reading his work, it is like you November 1997.
"I have been interested in
went to a gym and worked
German culture in the early
your mind out," Baran said.
The Dance Perspectives 20th century just about all my
Foundation is an organization life. It’s an exciting period and
based in New York City that is there’s some strange and mardevoted to honoring those velous achievements, such as
involved with the dance arts. nudism, that happened during
Toepfer received a special cita- it," Toepfer said.
With a laugh, he added,
tion as part of the De La Torre
Bueno Prize Award from the "It’s difficult not to be curious
about nudism at any age."
organization.
His book was among 40
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by Dave
Whamond

a 31 percent greater risk of
starting to drink over the next
18 months. Each hour increase
of watching other kinds of television corresponded to a 9 percent greater risk.
Each hour spent watching
movies in a VCR corresponded
to an 11 percent decreased risk
of starting to drink alcohol.
Computer and video games had
no effect either way.
The study, reported in this
month’s edition of the journal
Pediatrics, looked at 2,609
ninth -graders in San Jose,
Calif., and followed 1,533 of
them throughout the 18 months.
They reported their activities
how many hours playing
video games, for example and
were asked how many drinks of
alcohol they had ever had, and
how many they had in the previous month. Over the next 18
months, 36.2 percent of 898 nondrinkers began to drink.
Television habits had no
effect on the 635 students who
already drank, the authors said.
But of the students who did
not drink at the start of the
study, what they watrhed on
television played a ma, role in
what they did over the next 18
months, the study found.
Rn iinson said there needs to
be ta.ance in the way alcohol is
portrayed so that people who did
drink did suffer some consequences from it."
Alyse Booth, spokeswoman
for the National Center on
Addiction and Substance Abuse
at Columbia University in New
York, said the results of the
study did not surprise her.
"There is a tremendous glamorization of the use of alcohol,"
she said. ’Alcohol use is portrayed as normal and glamorous, never with the consequences."

i SPARTAN-UP YOUR DAY!
e4A.N.KOZ) 0 1998 UF S. Inc

won. corneczone corn

"7.

Graduatipn
Accelerati n
Savvy SJSU students
have learned that

Winter
Session
units help them

graduate up to
two years earlier.
Earn up to 4 units in 3 weeks.
Classes Start
Monday, January 4, 1999
Fro, Schodulos Avoilobl Now
I Administration Building 103 lobby
Spartan Bookstore
Business Student Advising Center
III Student Resource Center
Student Union Information Center
Clark library lobby
Wahlquist North lobby
Parking garage stairwells
Robert’s Bookstore

To apply, call toll free

1-888-SEND -ONE
*See Rebate Terms and Conditions accompanying the credit card.
For more information and great discounts, visit our Web site at
www.studentereditcard.com.

Coll 408-924-2630 or
Email infoeconted.sjsu.edu or

hitp://info.sjsu.edu/
/FAO 1
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